NOTES

1. Refer to Standard Plan C-20.10 for component details for Beam Guardrail Type 31 (not shown on this plan).

2. Accommodating the wider blockout (12" (in) width) used with Type 31 guardrail will require widening the embankment.

3. Wood blockouts shown. Blockouts of alternate material may be used. See Standard Specification, Section 9-16.3(2).

4. All posts for any standard barrier run shall be of the same type: timber or steel.

5. Post 1 is an existing Type 1 post. Post 2 through 6 are new posts with 12" (in) or 8" (in) blockouts. All blockouts shall be uniform in size. The blockout size shall match the size used on the Type 31 Guardrail run or non-flared terminal.